T.V. Moves In, To Star Institute In Science Film

CHE-TV crews have been on campus this week where they have visited such engineering and research departments as the Automatic Manufacturing Machine, and the Whitbread Computer, and photographed the fabulous electronic "bug" of Professor Norbert Wiener, who is an expert in the field of electronic communication, Cybernetics. They are gathering material for a half-hour show on research at the Institute.

One of Series
This program will be one of a series of 28 half-hour programs on research at American colleges to be presented this fall by CBS. The program will precede the present Omnibus show and will be called "The Search." Technical adviser to the program is Professor D. F. Campbell of the Electrical Engineering Department.

Richards Medal
Is Awarded To George Scatchard

Dr. George Scatchard, professor of Physical Chemistry, has been awarded the Theodore Richards Medal of the American Chemical Society. The Richards Medal, one of the highest honors

Thirty Executives Coven To Receive Sloan Fellowships

Thirty young executives, chosen from a wide range of industrial concerns, have been awarded Sloan Fellowships for participation in the Executive Program at the Institute.

The successful candidates are chosen early in their industrial careers when they are likely to have future service to industry ahead. The fact that the Sloan fellows carry on their work at a center of technological development provides a special opportunity for them to view the long-range development of business in the perspective of technological advancement, as well as within the economic and human framework of management problems.

Chosen from the United States, Canada, Mexico, and Puerto Rico this year, the Sloan fellows will begin their work on June 19 under the leadership of Professor Gerald K. Elman, Director of the Program.

FASSETT ON WHIT
Associate Dean of Students Frederick G. Fassett, Jr., will be guest on "This Happened Today" over WHIT tonight at 7:45 p.m.

Institute Novices At Dartmouth Debating Meet

Four members of the Institute's Debating Team participated in the Dartmouth Novice Tournament this weekend in Hanover, New Hampshire. This invitational tournament will have a number of our novices representing Harvard, and as the name implies, will have as contestants only students who are debating for their first year in college.

Edward R. Roberts '57 and DuWayne C. Garver '67 will take the affirmative and Verne C. Penney '57 and James M. Chorak '67 the negative side of the topic "Resolved That The United States should adopt a policy of free trade." Accompanying the students will be David Hardy, narrator of speech at the Institute.

As a part of the M.I.T. Open House this Saturday, a debate will be held in Room 4-527 in the evening between lecturers from Harvard and the Institute. The subject of this debate, which will open to the public, will be "Should emphasis on Modern Education be on the Sciences or Humanities," and the Institute will be represented by James B. Hyde '54 and Oliver H. Johns '50.

InsComm To Get Reports On Meals & Student Union

Among the new business which will be brought up at the InsComm meeting tomorrow at 9:00 p.m. will be a proposal that Field Day football be discontinued and another sport be substituted in its place. This is recommended on the grounds that the approximately $2300 yearly which is spent for this is more than it should be. The topic was discussed at some length at the recent Leadership Conference, and further discussion at this meeting will be held after opinions expressed by representatives from the athletic Association, should produce new recommendations for a change.

A number of reports will be presented at this meeting; including one by Buck P. Brown '58, Chairman of the Public Relations Committee, concerning Commons meals. This report will present results of the recent pole on commons meals and will present suggestions for improvement.

A complete report by the Student Union Committee, including student recommendations at determined by a recent poll and complete proposed plans for the continuation of a Student Union Building, will be presented by David B. Zazula '57.

Action will also be taken on a motion that a committee be formed to determine the design of the school lock, and a motion that financial appropriations for athletics be given to the

Tech Halts Tufts Skin At 16: Moffred Cops Four Firsts

by Benson Coffich '57
The Engineer track team rebounded from a poor showing at the Harvard Relays last week in winning Tufts Relays this Saturday. Tufts was previously unbeaten in sixteen straight dual meets and was last year's New England Collegiate track champions.

John Morefield '57 led the Engineers in victory with four firsts as he pulled up with an injured muscle in his left leg after placing second in the 440 yard dash. Klein may be out of action for two weeks and this could weaken the team considerably.

Sollenberg Stars for Frosh

The Frosh meet at Tech and Tufts was a complete reversal of the varsity meet as the Jumbos triumphed 45-0. The only bright spot for the Engineers was Bob Sollenberg '57 who won both mile and 880. The Frosh UNH on Saturday

The Beavers will meet the University of New Hampshire track team Saturday on Briggs Field at 1:30. The Engineers hold a victory over 17th and a second place finish in the 800 followed closely by Bill Antoine '55, who has not yet recovered from a back injury and may run in this meet. The Jumbos swept the weight events. However, the victory was marred by an injury to a sprained ankle which forced Bill Hale '55 won the pole vault with a leap of 12' 5 1/4" and missed the Briggs field record by one inch. Bill Antoine '55, who has not yet regained the sprained ankle, finished first in the high jump with an effort of 6' 0". Wayne C. Ganow '57 will take the icy of free trade. Accompanying the

Dr. George Scatchard is an American chemist, will be presented to Professor Scatchard at a dinner at Harvard on May 15.
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Dr. George Scatchard in American chemistry, will be presented to Professor Scatchard at a dinner at Harvard on May 15.

Professor Scatchard joined the M.I.T. faculty in 1928 and since then has done notable research in the physical chemistry of solutions, for which he was awarded the</i>